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There are various collectibles hidden throughout the levels of Donkey Kong Country, each of which
unlock one of the game's many bonus stages. There are 25 different stickers of which the Kongs can
find a total of 50. Their appearance and stats are dependent upon which world the Kongs are in. For

example, gold sticker can only be found in the Jungle levels. Stickers can be placed in up to nine
slots in the Kong Machine of which one is a golden slot that can only be filled by a sticker. They can
also be placed in up to three slots in the Kong's sticker holder. There are a total of 10 stickers the

Kongs can unlock with the game's sticker booklet, 10 stickers in the Kong Machine, and three
stickers in the Kong's sticker holder. As Kong leads the Kongs and Kiddy Kongs over the island,

Donkey Kong is picked up by an aerial foe known as the Blast Wind. Donkey Kong is blown away, and
all the Kongs and Kiddy Kongs end up on a mysterious island called Doom Falls, where they have to
fight a new foe called the Crash Bandicoot. To make matters worse, the island's cave system is now
infested with angry snakes called Sorensangs, which represent the rivaling character Crash from the
original Crash Bandicoot. To make matters worse, Donkey Kong falls into a hole and crashes into a

ship called the Argonaut. Inside the Argonaut, Donkey Kong wakes up and is greeted by Mumbo
Jumbo, a druid who has awoken under a curse and turns enemies into stone. He reveals that the
cargo on the Argonaut is set to explode at midnight, saying that Donkey Kong caused the whole

thing. Mumbo Jumbo suggests that the Kongs should live the last hour of their life like they would
live for another 500 years, and that they should give up on their pursuit of the Banana Hoard to

enjoy the brief moments they have left.
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It has been about 5 years since Donkey Kong Country for GameCube was released but after seeing
the news that Nintendo was announcing Donkey Kong Country Returns for the Wii as well as new
Donkey Kong Country titles on the 3DS I was definitely intrigued, as this will mark Donkey Kongs
debut on the Wii console. Before we get into the specifics, let me start by saying that the game is
extremely reminiscent of the original Donkey Kong Country and is a loving tribute to the classic

console platformer. This is a game that brings a game classic like never before and if you enjoyed
the original game then youll be in for quite the treat. It is so well-done that I really feel that it could
be considered a direct sequel to the original Donkey Kong Country. The game features a world map
that is very reminiscent of the original and the controls are spot on. The game also features some
returning characters from the original and some new ones that are very interesting. As you may

have noticed, I havent mentioned the fact that it also includes a gameboy game (donkey kong land
IV) and a sequel to that (donkey kong country Returns). The original Donkey Kong Country has been

given a special remaster so this will be the perfect way to revisit it, if you have never played it
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before. The game even sports a rating of E10+, which should really tell you how amazing the game
is. And if you have never played the original Donkey Kong Country, then your going to want to play

this version too, because it looks and plays exactly like the original and actually is even better. If you
have played the original game before then this will be another way to revisit it, and if you havent

played the original, then you will be amazed at how good this game is. It will cost you around $40 so
its a bit expensive, but you really do get a lot of content for that price. It doesnt offer too many

downloads, like a large amount of levels, but it is still pretty good. I hope Nintendo will offer some
sort of deal to everyone that buy this game. 5ec8ef588b
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